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@I1e "&werr iDale @a0irrot" at QGIoItcct,

AND 'fHE

"(Freott iDale @&t" from b!rc! it lraE m&Uo.

Bv Lr,RwBr,rvnN Jr,wtrr, Ii.S.A., &c., &c.

m' i: [:: ,I i#H ;#,*;.,':T'il"';,'"":,,]"Jt':
tzg-Si OId Abbey of Wetbeck, much less to attempt a

description of the magnificent, and in many ways
remarkable-indeed unique-mansion by which it has been
succeeded, and which has not only been raised upon, but in
great measure formed beneath, its site. This I have, to some
extent, already done in my ((Stately Homes of England," and
I purpose, therefore, on the present occasion, to confine myself
to a few observations upon a remarkable piece of furniture
therein preserved, and the grand old tree-the ,, Green Dale
Oak "-from the heart of whose trunk it was formed.

It may, however, be well, in ferv lvords, to say that Welbeck
rvas, before the Conquest, held by the Saxon, Sweyn, but, later
on, passed, as part of the manor of Cuckney, to the Flemangs;
the Abbey being founded by I'homas de Cuckney, grandson of
Joceus de Flemang, or Flemyng, in rr53, lvho colonised it with a
party of canons from Newhouse, in Lincolnshire, the first house

of the Premonstratensians in England. Welbeck was dedicateil
to St. James, and endowed with grants of land, which frorn time

5
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to time were greatly augmented. ln t329, it is stated, " The

Bishop of Ely bought the whole manor of Cuckney, and settled

it upon the Abbey, on condition of their finding eight canons,

who should enjoy the good things and pray for Edward the Third

and his Queen, their children and ancestors, &c. I also for the

bishop's father and mother, brethren, &c. ; but especially for the

health of the said lord bishop while he lived, and after his death,

for his soul ; and for all theirs that had faithfully served him, or

done him any good;" to which was added this extraordinary

injunction, '( That they should observe his anniversary' and on

their days of commemorating the dead, 'should absolve his soul

by name,'a process whose frequent repetition might naturally be

considered as needless, unless the pious bishop supposed that he

might perhaps comrnit a few additional sins whilst in purgatory."

In r5rz, Welbeck was, it is said, made the chief house of the

Order of Premotrstratensians' At the dissolution it was granted

to Richard Whalley, and later on passed to the Cavendishes, in

the person of Sir Charles Cavendish, third son of Sir William

Cavendish, by his wife, Elizabeth Hardwick, afterwards Countess

of Shrewsbury, and fouuder of the noble house of Newcastle'

From them it passed successively, by marriage, to the Holles

(created Duke of Newcastle), Harleys (Earl of Oxford and

Mortimer), arrd Bentincks, in the person of William, second

Duke of Portland, who, by his marriage with Lady Margaret

cavendish Harley, acquired the estates of that illustrious family.

It is to the second of these alliances, that of the Lady

Henrietta Cavendish Holles, with Edward lIarley, second Earl

of Oxford and Mortimer, founder of the " Harleian " Co.llection

of MSS. '(and later on advanced to the dignity of Duke of

Newcastle), that the interest of the piece of furniture I am about

to describe attaches itself'

The " Green Dale Oak," to wlrich I have made allusion, is only

one out of many remarkable and historical trees that give a

character peculiarly its own to the broad domains of Welbeck'

It is one of the best known and most famous of trees, and takes

rank anrong the olclest and most venerable in existence. Yenerable
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for its antiquity, grand in its hoary age, and eminent above

most in its picturesqueness and strikingly singular character, this
tt Monarch of the Forest "-the t' Methusaleh of Trees," as it has

not inaptly been called-still stands, a living relic of long-past

ages, and surrounded with a halo of historic and traditionary
interest. It stands, in all its 6( forest pride," a complete wreck of
its forrner self, but finer than ever in its picturesque aspects, and
grand and solemn as a ruin.

When Hayman Rooke, in r7go, wrote his " Description and

Sketches of some Rernarkable Oaks in the Park at Welbeck,"
he spoke of this as being ((thought to be above seven hundred
years old; and, from its appearance, there is every reason to

suppose that it has attained that age at least," while Thoresby, in
his ('Thorotonr" supposed it, when he wrote, to be uprvards of
r,Soo years old, thus making a difference of eight hundred

years in the computations of contemporary autlior.ities !

In Evelyn's time, it was 33 feet in circurnference at the bottom,
the breadth of the boughs was 88 feet, covering a space equal

to 676 square feet. In 1776, on the plate that accompanied

Dr, Llunter's edition of the t'Sylva," the measurements are

given as :-Diarneter of trunk near the ground, rz feet;
diameter of trunk at the top of the arch, r r feet ; girth

of ditto, 34 feet ro iuches I diameter of trunk at widest part

above the top of the arch, 13 feet 3 inches; height of the tree

from the ground to top ofhighest branch,53 feet 6 inches; heiglrt

of the archway, ro feet z inches; width of archway, 6 feet z

inches." \{ajor Hayman Rooke, in r79o, gave the measurement

as :-"The circumference of the trunk, above the arch, is 35 feet

3 inches; the height of the arch, ro feet 3 inches; width about

the middle, 6 feet 3 inches ; height to the top branch, 54 feet."

The trunk of this gigantic tree having a century or two back

become hollow with age, and so rnuch decayed that large open'

ings occurred in its sides, the opening rvas, in 1724, sufficiently

enlarged by cutting away the decayed wood to allow a carriage

of the ordinary size, both in height and width, or three horsemen

riding abreast, to pass through it.
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Through this opening, cut through the genuine " heart of oak "
of the stem of the tree, one of the noble owners of Welbeck is

said, with his bride, to have driven, or been driven in, a carriage

drawn by six horses, on the occasion of his marriage.

It is also said that on several different later occasions, carriages

have been driven through the rudely cut and arched opening,

while equestrians by the hundred have ridden through it from

side to side.

THE GREEN DALE OAK, IN THE PARK AT WELBECK.

The event to which I have alluded, of the carriage drawn by

six horses, and driven by a cocked-hatted coachman on the box,

lraving passed through tbe tree, is admirably represented on a fine

old engraving, executed by George Vertue in r7z7; and it is to
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this, and the other engravings of the series, that I shall have to

draw attention in reference to the cabinet upon which they are

reproduced.

The engravings form a series of five folio plates, etched upon

copper by George Vertue for the Countess of Oxford, to whom

Welbeck belonged. They are of extreme interest, and of con-

siderable rarity. I have myself, for the first time they have ever

been re-produced, had them reduced by the never-failing photo-

relief process from the prints themselves, so that they are literally

line for line and touch for touch, the very etchings themselves as

they left the engraver's hands more than a century and half ago;

but of a rgduced size I and I have great pleasure in thus adding

them to my present paper.

The first plate of the series is a ground plan of that part of the

Welbeck property where the Green-Dale Oak stands. In the

centre is represented the ground plan of the tree in dark shade,

with the opening in a lighter tint, and the dimensions marked thus-
" rz Jedr" " to ifeelr" "6 feet; " and on the surrounding map,

" Ibot Path." " The Road" "lo Vl/elbeck" and "Pallt Wa1t" are

all accurately laid down and marked, as is also the situation

of 'oA snmll Oke 4 -Fcet diameter," not far alvay' At the side of

the plan are the monogram and coronet of the Countess (Henrietta

Cavendish Holles, Countess of Oxford and Mortimer), and her

motto, " tr/irtue et Fide ;" at the top, on a roll, in six lines, the

words, "A PLAN of tle GREAT OKE call'd The Green Dale

Oke in tlte Lane near l4/elltecle in. Nottingltttrn Shire l' and at the

bottonr, on the base of a pillar, " Tite Arclt cut lhro' the Tree

to ltet z fnches high." " These Drattghts ialten 3t Augttst

1727," and the initials G.V.,f. of the engraver, George Vertue'

The plan is enclosed in an ornatnental border, with corller

and other pieces composed of oak leaves attd acorns' l'his

highly interesting print I have had re-produced from the original

plate in the manner I have before spoken of, and here introduce

it on tire next page,_
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I'AC.SII{ILE OF PLAN, AS ETCHED BY GEORGE VERTUE, IN 1727
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'I'he second plate of the series, here re-produced, gives a side

view of the tree (or rather of its trunk, for the branches are not

,/apt,rul licOraa,h fi,ttu /oure r/rrca,r:
in drru ,rrrirloo i*L * ar,y'it,hzna.'

drrrirr ro/*r ; maz,r uavt ru/ct'r., rlt at
9rh,rut tar tht /t/al.t?i'il072 &a tt?ru hn/o
J,l'', t l tlrh'",tt"i atnato rcat /rr/a .'"1onti .

'1 ! " o^///rcl

- - : i. -. -"..t.

:-:'.. t.r:'&

iltc |rrcz 2)a/a (4.o *ar"7l?//ct'L, ryeJ'

shorvn) with railings and landscape at the back. Above it is the

following quotation from Ovid:-
't Say'e sub hdc Dryadcs/cslds durere rltot'cas:

,\trfe etiau nanihts tetis ex otdittc, lrtrrtci,
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, Circaiere nzodln: fi?rrsuragae roboris ulnas

Quinque ter inplebat, Nec non et tatera tanto
Silaa sub h6,c, sylztd,quanto iacet herba sub oltni.

Ou: ll'fet :"

and at the bottom the words " The Green-Dale Oah near Wclbeck,

1727." The third of Vertue's engraved plates, here given in

Zaa/rc @lt!

'J/rc (ittcz
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reduced fac-simile, presents us with an angular view of the tree in

its entirety, through the arched opening of which an equestrian is

passing out towards the spectator. In the distance is the land-

scape with trees. At the top are Clraucer's words, " Lo tlte@h*1"

and at the bottom, " ?/te Grcen Dale Ohe near Welbeck, t7z7:'
The fourth of the series of these remarkable etchings represents

1tl,: drru.'Za/z 2nc. nrar'/?i//ttrt' t7a7,
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a front view of the tree from the oppositeside, but, like thesecond
of the series, leaving off the branches and the foliage. Through

the artifrcial arched opening a man on horseback is exhibited as

idinglfrom the spectator towards the mass of forest trees forming

the park scenery in the background of the picture. At the top

of the plate are the following lines from Chaucer :-

" 8s lbt @l* I tnat hath so long a norishing

Fro the tinae that it ginnithfrst to slring
And ltath so long a life, as zue ilta! see;

Yet at tlie laste, zuastid is the Tt'ee,

Chaucer."

At the bottom are the s61ds-(' ?he Green-Dale Ohencar Wclbech,

r 7 27."

The fifth and last of the series of etchings (which I give

upon the next page) is, perhaps, the most interesting, giving, as

it does, a picture of the entire tree with all its upper branches

and foliage, through the arched opening in whose trunk a

carriage-one of the lumbering vehicles of the period, with

the tires of its massive and clumsy wheels, and the front of
the carriage itself, studded with large nails-drawn by six horses,

is being driven towards the spectator. Its noble driver (as

I imagine him to be, to bear out the tradition) is seated on the

box, with reihs in his left, and whip in his right hand, and \ryears a

cocked hat. On one of the leaders is a postilion, also furnislred

with a whip. In the background is park scenery rvith trees-one
of them (that to the right) being evidently the ('small Oke 4feet
diameter" marked upon the plan. At the top of the plate are

tlre words ".Uru IVemuJ," and at the bottom " The Grcen-Dale

Ohe near Welbeck, r727:'
From wood cut out in forming the arclied opening through the

trunk of this wonderful tree, and from some of its branches, the

" Green Dale Cabinet "-ens of the treasured possessions of the

Duke of Portland-at Welbeck, was made, as I have stated, for
the then owner of the place, the Lady Henrietta Cavendish Holles,
Countess of Oxford and Mortimer. Of it I give the accompanying
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engraving (on page 44) from a drawing made by myself, with special

permission of the Duke of Portland, and the following detailed

Ula tYtuttt

6,

fic (traa'4,ti /$2, *rza'1ir/(trh tzz|,

desoiption, which I had the pleasure of being the first to put on

record. It appears to have been made in r753, the name of the
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workman being brought to light on the occasion of its being taken

to pieces for removal a few years back. A copy of the writing has

been kindly furnished to me, and is as follows :-" Joltn llocknell
made this Liberery Case September ye zrl 1753." The Countess of
Oxford and Mortinrer, for whom, as I have stated, it was made,

died on the 9th of December, r7SS, and was buried with her

husband, who had pre-deceased her some years, in Westminster

Abbey.

-. -.:=

The cabinet, which is perfectiy unique in style, character, and

historic interesf, and of paramount.importance as connected with
the history of one of the most remarkable of existing trees,

measures seven feet six inches in height, six feet in width, and

two feet two inches in depth, and is divided into two heights, each

of which is furnished with a pair of folding doors. The upper
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pair of these doors are each divided into four panels I the lower

pair, each into two panels; and these are in each case separated

from each other by inlaid bordering. The ends of the cabinet are

each divided in a similar manner into three panels in height;

two in the upper and one in the lower portion.

By the simple diagram here appended I have endeavoured to

show the arrangement and character of these panels, and of the

painted and inlaid designs-which in all cases are reproductions

of Vertue's views-with which they are decorated. The designs
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throughout, which are exquisitely inlaid and painted, and have a

remarkably fine and good effect, are ideutical with the series of

etchings which I have just described ; the details of trees, letter-

ing, etc., being strictly preserved.

In tlre upper of these doors, in each of the panels I have on

this diagram marked t, 2, 3t and 4, occur (thus four' tirnes

repeated) the third of Yertue's etchings-the one engraved

on page 4o, with the horseman passing through the tree towards

the spectator-with the words, " Lo the Ohe !" at A, and " Tlte

Grcen-Dale Ohe, near Well'eck, r7z7r" at B, as there engraved'

C

8

D
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In the panels which I have numbered 5,6,7, and 8,are the

subject, thus again four times repeated, of Vertue's fifth plate of
etchings-the one in which the carriage, drawn by six horses, is

being driven through the tree, as engraved on page 43-similarly
painted and inlaid; the driver and the postilion on the first horse

being habited in red coats and cocked hats. Above each of
these, at C, are the words " Uta lVenrus," and beneath each, at D,

" The Green-Dale Oke near Welbeck, 1727."

On the two of the panels of the lower pair of doors, upon

whiclr I have placed the numbers g and rz, occur the side view

of the tree denuded of its top branches, as in Vertue's second

plate, engraved on page 39 ante, with, at E and K, the quotation
from Ovid, already given, and at F and L, the words " ?he

Green-Dale Ohe near Welbech, 1727." On each of the other two

pancls, which I have numbered ro and rr, are Vertue's fourth
subject-the one in which a man is represented riding from the

spectator, through the arched opening in the tree stem, engraved

on page 4r ante. Above each of these two, at G and I, is the

quotation from Chaucer already given, and beneath each, at H
and J, the usual words, " The Green-Dale Oke near Welbeck,

r7 27 ."
The end of the Cabinet to the left has in its upper panel,

which I have numbered r3, the same view of the tree, and tlre
same lettering as already described on the panels 5, 6, L and 8 of
the npper doors (engraved, page 43 ante); the middle panel, r4, the
same as panels r, 2, 3, and 4 of the doors (engraved on page 4o
ante); and the lower panel, which I have numbered r5, bears the
ground plan of that part of Welbeck Park where the Green Dale

Oak stands, which forms the first of Yertue's series of etched
plates, as already described and engraved on page 38 antc.

The opposite end of the cabinet, that to the right, is similarly
divided into three panels in height, and bears, in like manner, in
its upper panel, which I have numbered 16, the same view, with
the horseuran riding through the tree towards the spectators, as

occurs on the panels t, 2> 3t and 4 of the upper doors; the middle
panel, r 7, the same (the one with coach and six horses) as on panels
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S, 6, 7, and 8 of the upper doors I and the lower one, r8, the ground

plan, as on r5 on the other end, and engraved on page 38 ante,

It will have been gathered from the foregoing, that the "Green
Dale Cabinet," of which I have had the pleasure of preparing and

illustrating this notice, is a piece of historic furniture of no little

value, and no trifling interest, and, with care, it will last long after

the tree from which it was made has ceased to exist.

It may be interesting to note that, besides the series of etchings

by George Vertue, done in 1727, other notable engravings of the

tree have also been made. Auong these are 4 A -Morth-West

View of the Green Date Oah near Welbech," drawn by S. H.
Grimnr, in 17751 engraved by A. Rooker; and "Published

Jan. zrst, 1776, by A. Hunter, M.D., as the Act directs," to

illustrate his quarto edition of Evelyn's t'Sylva." This is a remark'

ably good and effective line engraving, in which a gentleman on

horseback is represented as rkiing from the spectator through the

archway in the trunk of the tree. Another quarto engraving for

the same work, represeuts a north-east view of the same tree I and

others give outlines and full dimensions at various poiuts, referred

to by letters. Another engraving, " Dra$'n by H. Rooke,"

" Engraved by W. Ellis," and "Published Dec.3rst, r79o," with

the name of " The Green-Dale Oah," formed plate 5 of Hayman

Rooke's " Descriptions and Sketches of some Remarkable Oaks

in the Park at Welbeck, in the County of Nottinghau, a Seat of
His Grace the Duke of Portland. To which are added, Observa'

tions on the durability of the Tree, with Remarks on the Annual

growth of the Acorn. London, r79oi' In this plate, which is,

like the rest of the series, poor and tame, a gentleman in a
cocked hat is represented standing beneath the archway in the

trunk of the tree with his walking-stick raised to touch the top of

the opening. His accompanying description it is needless to

quote. Several wood-cut representations of the tree have also at

one time or other been giver.r in various publicatious, and it is

pleasant to add that in recent years, during the lifetime of the late

Duke-to whose unbounded genius, engineering skill and con'

structive ability, as lvell as pure kiudliness of disposition, I desire
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to bear emphatic record-a careful representation of the Green
Dale Oak was, with other of the noted trees, designed to form the

subject of sculpture in white marble, of one of the chimney pieces

in the new part of the mansion.

The Green Dale Oak, as it now stands, propped, supported,

chained, and lovingly preserved on all sides, is assuredly, while

eminently picturesque in its every aspect, the grandest, most

soleurn looking, and venerable "wreck of ages" that any forest

monarch-not even excepting the "Parliament Oak"-in appear-

ance presents; but in spite of its hoary age, its desolateness of
aspect, and its apparent decay, it still retains its vitality, and

gives out year by year fresh foliage in its upper branches.

It is not, as Shakspere has it, an " unwedgeable and gnarled

oak"-t'an oak, but with one green leaf upon it"-but an oak

whose once " unwedgeable and gnarled " antl knotty trunh and

branches are now softened dorvn, decayed, and rotted away into
Iittle better than "touch-wood," but yet with its hundreds of
leaves, season after season springing into life, giving to its hoary

and propped-up frame a crown of joy and beauty, with just here

and there an acorn to give evidence that even in the last stages of
decay its powers of vitality are not yet exhausted.

The -Elollies,

Dffield, Derlty.


